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It is well-known that the relationship between submodular functions and 
independence structures is a close one and, in the present paper, we investigate 
variousaspectsof this relationship. The closest connection appears in Section4, 
where we show how any submodular function induces a pre-independence 
structure. The rank function of a pre-independence structure is, of course, 
submodular, and we derive a formula of Edmonds and Rota which expresses 
the rank function in terms of any inducing submodular function. 
Transversal theory also has many connections with the theory of independ- 
ence structures, and our paper reflects this. Thus, in Section 5, we apply the 
results of Section 4 to prove that certain collections of transversals form 
independence structures. Moreover, we begin (in Section 2) by pointing out 
that Rado’s theorem on independent transversals of a family of sets may be 
deduced from the submodularity of the rank function. The proof given follows 
closely Rado’s recent, very elegant proofs of the theorems of P. Hall and 
M. Hall. 
One of the most important results on independence structures is the 
theorem of Nash-Williams on sums of these structures. We discuss this 
theorem in Section 6, where we give some new formulae for the rank 
function. 
There is a class of submodular functions which is generated by certain 
subsets of graphs (more precisely, by separating sets in gammoids) and 
Section 8 is devoted to a study of these. 
Many of the technical difficulties in the paper arise because we consider 
arbitrary (i.e., possibly infinite) sets throughout, and not just finite ones. 
These difficulties are concentrated in Sections 3 and 7, which are collections 
of lemmas which we believe are of interest in their own right. The subject 
of Section 3 is, roughly speaking, the order properties of the collection of 
subadditive functions on a set, and the place of submodular functions in this 
collection. In Section 7 we discuss separating sets in gammoids, and we 
introduce an order relation under which certain important subfamilies of 
separating sets form lattices. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we recall the main definitions and notations which we shall 
need in the paper. 
We denote the cardinal of a set A by 1 d [ , and allow the function 1 . I 
to take values from (0, I,2 ,..., co>. The notation {sr ,..., 3c,)+ will be used to 
indicate that the set {x1 , . . . . r,} consists of the distinct elements x1 ,..., .Y~ . 
We use the notation B 6 A to mean that B is a finite subset of A. 
Independence Structures 
Let X be a set (finite or infinite). A collection 8 of subsets of X is a ;pre- 
independence structure on X if it satisfies conditions 1(1)-I(3) which follow. 
I(1) f$ E 8. 
I(2) If AEb and BCA, then BEE. 
I(3) If A, B ~8 are finite and / B 1 = / A 1 + 1, then there exists 
b E B - A such that AU {b} E 8. 
We say that 8 is offinite character if it satisfies I(4). 
I(4) If A C X and B E 8 for every B C A, then A E 8. 
An independence structure is a pre-independence structure of finite cha- 
racter. Notice that, if X is finite, each pre-independence structure on X is 
automatically an independence structure. The collection of all subsets of X 
is called the universal (independence) structure on X. 
Associated with a pre-independence structure 8 on X there is a function p, 
taking values from (0, I,2 ,..., co}, and defined on the collection of all subsets 
A of X by the equation 
P is called the rank function of &. Observe that p($) = 0. Further, it is an 
easy consequence of the definition that 
p(A) = sup{p(B) : B C A}. 
Abstract independence structures were first studied systematically (under 
the name of “matroids”) by Whitney [23]. They have important applications 
in the theory of graphs (see, for example, [9, 10, 193) and in transversal 
theory. The particular importance for transversal theory of the study of 
independence structures arises mainly from R. Rado’s generalizations [ 15, 161 
of the theorems of P. Hall and M. Hall on representatives of sets [4,3] together 
with the discovery that the partial transversals of a finite or (suitably 
restricted) infinite family of sets form an independence structure [2, 81. 
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Submodular Functions 
A function p, taking values from (0, I, 2,..., co}, and defined on the 
collection of all subsets of X is called subadditiwe if, for A, B C X, 
It is called nondecreasing if, whenever .-l C B C X, 
44 G P(B)* 
We say that p satisfies the modular inequality if, for A, B Z X, 
P(A u B) + ~(-4 n B) < ~(4 + 0). 
A function which is both nondecreasing and which satisfies the modular 
inequality is called submodular. 
The importance of submodular functions for our work rests on the easy 
result that the rank function of a pre-independence structure is submodular. 
The following simple observation about subadditive functions will be 
useful later. If /-L is nondecreasing and 
PL(E uF) d CL(E) + P(F) 
whenever E, F C X and E n F = 4, then p is subadditive. Indeed, whenever 
A, B _C X, then 
P(A u B) < ~(-4-1) + CL(B - -4) < p(A) + p(B). 
Deltoids 
A deltoid is a triple (X, A, Y) consisting of two sets X, Y and a subset A of 
X x Y. For us, the importance of deltoids lies in their connection with 
transversal theory. Let ‘3 = (A, : i ~1) be a family of subsets of a set X. We 
define an associated deltoid (X, A, I) by taking 
A = ((x, i) : x E Ai}. 
Any result about deltoids can be translated into a result about families, and 
vice versa. See [8] for details. 
For a set A C X, we write 
A(A)={y~Y:thereisanx~Awith(x,y)~A}. 
The deltoid (X, A, Y) is called locally right-Jinite if, for each x E X, A({x}) 
is finite (or, equivalently, if A(A) is finite whenever A is finite). 
Gamrtwids 
Let r be a directed graph, and let X, Y be subsets of the set of nodes of I’. 
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The triple (X, r, Y) is called a gammoid. In an obvious way, gammoids 
generalize deltoids. 
A set S of nodes of r is called separating in (S, r, E’) if every path from 
(a node of) X to (a node of) I- in r contains a node of S. A subset =1 of S is 
suspended if it is the set of initial nodes of a collection of pairwise node- 
disjoint paths from X to I’. Menger’s Theorem ([6], see also [14]) states that, 
if every separating set in (X, r, I’) has cardinal at least K, then X has a 
suspended subset of cardinal k. 
The gammoid (X, r, I’) is called locally right-finite if, for each s E X, the 
number of paths from .Y to I’ in r is finite. 
2. INDEPENDENT TRANSVERSALS 
Let U = (Ai : i E I) be a family of subsets of X. A subset T of X is a 
transversal of !?I if there is a bijection 0 : 14 T such that O(i) E Ai for each 
i E I. A transversal of a subfamily of \21 is called a partial transversal of ‘3. 
If X has a pre-independence structure 8, and the transversal T of ‘?I lies in 8, 
then T is an independent transversaE of C!l. The following fundamental theo- 
rem of Rado [ 15, 161 gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence 
of an independent transversal of a (suitably restricted) family ‘8. In the 
statqment (and elsewhere) we shall write 
whenever J C I. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let ‘3 = (-1; : i EI) be a family of subsets of X. Let d be a 
pre-independence OY independence structure on X according as I is finite OY 
infinite; let its rank function be p. If  I is infinite, assume that each Ai(i E I) is 
jnite. Then % has an independent transversal if and only if the conditions 
are satisjied. 
PvKm 2 I J I (ICI) (2.1) 
We shall refer to (2.1) as Rado’s conditions. When d is the universal struc- 
ture on X, Theorem 2.1 reduces to the theorems of P. Hall and M. Hall 
[4, 31. Recently, in [lg], Rado gave particularly simple proofs of these latter 
theorems, and it is worth recording that his proofs need only slight modifica- 
tion to prove the stronger Theorem 2.1. We now give the details. 
The necessity of Rado’s conditions is obvious, so we need only prove 
sufficiency. Observe first that none of the sets Ai can be empty, and that if 
each Ai contains exactly one element the theorem is trivial. 
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We suppose, then, that one set, say AiO (i,, EZ), contains elements xi , x2 
with x1 # x2 . Assume that neither of the families 
(Aio - (Xl}, Ai : i E z - {io}), (Afo - {x2}, Ai : i E z - {&}) (2.2) 
satisfies Rado’s conditions. Then there exist finite subsets Zi , I, of Z - {i,} 
such that 
Write 
PI = (Ai0 - {“a u A(4), Pz = (Ai - (x2)) u A(Z,) 
Then, by the submodularity of p, 
This is a contradiction, and we infer that one of the families (2.2) does, in fact, 
satisfy Rado’s conditions. 
When Z and each A,(i E I) is finite, we may complete the proof by repeating 
the above procedure to reduce each A,(i E I) to a singleton. When Z is infinite, 
we may either well-order Z and use transfinite induction in the same way or 
deduce the result from the finite case by the use of Rado’s “selection prin- 
ciple” ([16], see also [7] Theorem 4.7). 
Finally, it is a routine matter to remove the restriction that the sets Ai 
are finite in the case that Z is finite. 
In Section 5, we shall use the following generalization (a “defect” form) 
of Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let ‘3 = (Ai : i EZ) be a family of subsets of X, and let 
d < ( Z ( be a non-negative integer. Undo the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, there 
is a subfamily (43 : i EZ’) of % with 1 Z - I’ 1 < d which has an independent 
transversal if and only ;f  the conditions 
are satis$ed. 
It is entirely straightforward to deduce this from Theorem 2.1. (If Z is 
finite, then the submodularity of the function p + d can be used to prove the 
result.) 
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In [21], Welsh has obtained further generalizations of Theorem 2.1 by 
exploiting the fact that the proof depends only on the simple “reduction 
procedure” of Rado and the submodularity of p. It seems likely that Rado’s 
reduction procedure will prove useful in a wide variety of situations. 
For our applications it will be helpful to have a “neutral” formulation of 
Theorem 2.2 in terms of deltoids (see Section 1) rather than in terms of 
families of sets. Let 9 = (X, d, Y) be a deltoid and let 9 be a pre-independ- 
ence structure on II with rank function p. Let d be a given nonnegative 
integer. A subset A of X is called (3, d)-independent1 if there is a subset 
A’ C A with 1 A - ,4’ 1 < d and an injection 8 : A’ -+ Y such that 
(x, O(x)) E d for each x E A’ and 6(A’) ~9’. We obtain from the above 
results the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. A jinite subset A of X is (9, d)-independent ;f and only if 
the conditions 
PW)I 2 I B I - d (BCA) 
are satisJied. If 9 is an independence strwture and 9 is locally right-finite, then 
an arbitrary subset A of X is (.F, d)-independent if and only if the conditions 
PPWI 2 I B I - d (BCA) 
are satisfied. 
3. LEMMAS ON SUBMODULAR FUNCTIONS 
A family (Ej : j E J) is a partition of a set A if (Jj.J Ej = A and E, n Ek = 4 
if j f K. We shall indicate that (Ej) is a partition of A by writing simply 
A = ujE,. 
Let (pi : i E I) be a family of subadditive functions defined on the subsets 
of a set X. We write 
i pi(A) = sup Ipi, + .** + pi,(&) : 14 ,..., inlz C I, (J Ej = A/ 
j=l 
and 
,?I pi(A) = inf /I-Q,(&) + ..- + /Q,(&) : (iI ,..., in}+ C I, fi Ej = A! 
j=l 
for each subset ,4 of X. If (pi : i E I) has only two members, pi and pLe, we 
shall use the notations pi u ps and h n pa instead. It may be worth noticing 
1 The terminology is justified by Theorem 5.2 below. When d = 0, we write 
‘.F-independent’ instead of ‘(.F, 0)-independent’. 
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that, as (0, 1, 2 ,..., co} is well-ordered, the infimum in the formula for 
nisr pi is always attained, and it may be replaced by a minimum. 
The formulae given above are like those used to define the supremum and 
infimum of a family of measures in measure theory (see for example [I], 
III. 7.5). We shall see, from Lemmas 3.1, 3.2 below, that n is, in fact, an 
infimum in the class of nondecreasing subadditive functions. However, u 
does not generally have the corresponding meaning. For example, the func- 
tion TV defined by y(A) = K for every subset A of X and some integer R has 
the property that p u p(A) = 2K for each A, so that p u p #TV. 
LEMMA 3.1. If each pi (i ~1) is nondecreasing and subadditive, so are 
UieIPi ad uisIPi * 
If B C A and (,!$ : i ~1) is a partition of B, then we obtain a partition 
(Fi : i E Z) of A by choosing any i,, E I and writing Fi = Ei if if i,, , 
Fi, = Ei, u (A - B). Then for any nondecreasing function p, p(Ei) < p(Fi). 
From this remark, it is easy to see that Uisrpi is nondecreasing. Since any 
partition of A induces a partition of B, it can be seen that niErpi is non- 
decreasing. 
We can now use an earlier observation about subadditive functions 
(Section 1) to see that, in order to prove that niel~i is subadditive, we 
need only consider disjoint sets A and B. Suppose 
and 
where (say) il = j r ,..., i, =iS and all other i’s and j’s are distinct. Then 
It is even simpler to prove the subadditivity of Uierpi . 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let pi be subadditive for each i E I and let i,, E I. Let h be a 
subadditive function for which h < pi for each i. Then 
That nicrpf < pi, is immediate since (iO} is a finite subset of 1. To see the 
other inequality, observe that if ,4 C X, {i1 ,..., in}+ C 1 and u’&r Ej = A, 
then 
I*&% + ... + Pi,(&) 3 W,) + *.* + WQ b &q, 
whence 
n p&4) 3 X(A). 
&I 
Our next result is an immediate consequence of the associativity of lattice 
operations. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let (Ii : j E J) be a partition of a set I, and let (pLi : i E I) 
be a family of nondecreasing, subadditive functions. Then 
n ( l---l Pi) = n Pi. 
iSI iq &I 
In particular, ; f  A, II, Y are nondecreasing and subadditive, and X < p, then 
h n (p n V) = (A n p) n v = h n Y. 
Our next result is more special but will prove useful. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let A, TV, V, be nondecreasing and subadditive. Then 
h n (p + V) = h n (A n p + h n v). 
We have, for each set A, 
X n (P + 4 (4 
= inf{A(A), (p + V) (A), h(E) + (CL + V)(F) : E u F = 12} 
< inf{A(A) + v(A), ~(4) + v(A), X(E) + P(F) + v(A) : E u F = 41 
= h n p(A) + v(A). 
Thus, 
and therefore, 
A n (p + V) = A n h n (p + v) < h n (A n p + u). 
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But because h < h, h n ~1 < p and v < v, we have 
h n (A n P + v) < h n (P + 4, 
and therefore, 
h n (A n p + V) = h n (y + v). 
We can apply this result again to deduce that 
An(hnv+hnp)==An(v+hnp), 
and the required result follows. 
We have indicated that our interest is in submodular functions, but so far 
we have considered only subadditive ones. The trouble is that if p and v are 
submodular, p n v may not be (as we shall see in Section 6), though we know 
from Lemma 3.1 that it is subadditive. However, in one case which will be 
important for us, p n v is submodular. Before we give the result we make a 
remark which will help in the proof. 
If p is subadditive (respectively submodular) and we define a new function 
pLo by writing 
PC@) = I44 if AfC; POW = a 
then it is easy to check that pO is again subadditive (respectively submodular). 
In addition, we have the following formulae for the infimum. 
LEMMA 3.5. If p, v are subadditive, and A # 4, 
p n v(A) = inf{p(A), v(A), p(E) + v(A - E) : EC A} = p. n v,(A) 
= inf{&E) + vo(A - E) : EC A}. 
The first formula is seen to be the definition of p n v  because each partition 
of A into two sets is of the form (E, A - E) for some EC A. The second 
formula defines ,uO n v,(A) because 
PM = CL,@) + vo(+) and v&4 = PO(~) + VOW- 
Finally, the two formulae give the same result since 
/+,(A) = 44 G /1(A) + v(4), 
v,(A) = 44 G ~(4 + v(A), 
and, if 0 C E C A, 
loo + vo(A - E) = ~(4 + v(A - ~3. 
We now recall that we are writing ( * 1 for the cardinal function (so that 
I - I (A) = I A I). 
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LEM~IA 3.6. If p is submodular, then so is TV n / . 1 . Moreover, provided .-I 
is finite, p n / . 1 (.-I) = / -4 1 if and only if p(E) >: / E [ for every EC -4. 
It follows from Lemma 3.1 that p n / . I is nondecreasing. Next, Lemma 3.5 
tells US that we may consider p. n / * 1 or, equivalently, assume that ~(4) = 0, 
and use the second of the formulae given there. We notice that, when 
ECA, FL:B, 
/ A - E I + 1 B -F I = I(A u B) - (E u F)I + I(4 A B) - (E n F)I , 
and therefore, since TV is submodular, 
=inf{p(E)+IA-El+f(F)+IB-FI:ECrZ,BCF} 
>inf&(U)+I(rZuB)-Ul+p(V)+I(AnB)- b7/:UCAuB,VCAnB} 
= p n / * I(A u B) + p n / - I(A n B). 
The last part of the lemma follows easily from the formula for p n 1 * 1 (A) 
which we have been using. 
We next consider a property of subadditive functions somewhat akin to 
continuity. For a family (Aj : j E J) of subsets of X, we shall write Aj 7 A if 
ukJ Aj = A and, given any jr, jz E J, we can find j E J such that 
Ai1 u Ajp C Ai. We shall call a nondecreasing, subadditive function p 
continuous from below if, whenever Ai 7 A, then supj ~(4~) = p(A) (or 
~(4~) 7 p(A), since the supremum here is just a monotone limit). 
LEMMA 3.7. The function p is continuous from below if and only if, for 
each set A, 
su~{~(F) : F C A} = &4). 
Necessity is obvious, for if we denote the family of all finite subsets of A 
by (Fj : j E I), then Fj 7 A. On the other hand, if Aj 7 A, and F is any 
finite subset of A, we can find j,, such that F C .4j0 (since each point of F is in 
some A,), and so 
Taking the supremum, we obtain the result. 
Lemma 3.7 shows that every rank function is continuous from below, so 
that, in particular, I * 1 is continuous from below (which is clear anyway). 
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On the other hand, there are submodular functions without this property-for 
example, on the infinite set X, define v(A) = K (some integer) if ,4 is finite, 
v(A) = cc if A is infinite. 
LEMMA 3.8. If both p and Y are submodular and continuous from below, 
then p n v is continuous from below. 
By Lemma 3.7 we need only show that SUPFCA p fl v(F) = p fl v(A). NOW, 
if the supremum is infinite, there is nothing to prove, because 
P n v(F) < P n 44 (F C A). 
We may, therefore, assume that supFeA p n v(F) < co. Next, if A = 4 there 
is nothing to prove, and so we may appeal to Lemma 3.5 in order to assume 
that ~(4) = ~(4) = 0, and we may then use the second formula for p n v  
given in that lemma, viz., for each set B, 
p n v(B) = inf{p(E) + v(B - E) : EC B}. 
We have remarked that the infimum in this formula is always attained. We 
shall temporarily call E a minimal set for B if EC B and 
p n v(B) = p(E) + v(B - E). 
We shall now prove that, if El and E, are minimal sets for B, then so are 
El n E, and El u E, . Indeed, we have 
2~ n v(B) = I-&%) + @ - 4) + 14%) + v(B - 4) 
3 ~0% u 4) + 144 n 4) + d(B - 4) u (B - Ed 
+ 4P - 4) n P - Ed 
= P(& u Ed + 4El n 4) + 4B - VA n 411 
+ VP - (4 ” -%)I 
3 P n v(B) + P n v(B). 
All the inequalities must be equalities, and this is only possible if 
P n v(B) = 4EI u E2) + @ - VA u &)I 
= 144 n 4) + +’ - (4 n %)I; 
i.e., El u E, and El n E, are minimal sets for B. 
Next, because supFe,, p n v(F) < cc is integer-valued, the supremum is 
attained, say at the set F,; and, because p n Y is nondecreasing, 
whenever F,, C F C A. 
P n W = P n 46) 
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We index the set {F : F,, C F C A} as {Fj : j E J} and we define a relation 
< on J by writing j < k if and only if Fi C Fk . Since each Fj has only a 
finite number of subsets, it follows from the above argument that the inter- 
section of all the minimal sets for Fi is itself a minimal set for F,; call it E, 
Obviously, every minimal set for Fj contains E, . 
Ifj,kEJandj<k,wefind 
/.L n v(Fj) = /L n v(F~) = p(Ele) + v(F, - Ek) 
3 p(&) + v(F, - E,) (3.1) 
3 p(E, n. Fj) + v(Fi - (E, n Fj)) 3 P n v(Fj). 
Thus, we have equality throughout this chain. Therefore, E, n Fj is a mini- 
mal set for Fj , whence we deduce Ej C E, n Fj and, more especially, 
Ej C & . Since the union of any two Fj’s is a third, we conclude that the 
union of any two Ej’s is contained in a third, and therefore Ej 7 ujeJ Ej . 
Now, for a fixed j in J, the family of sets (E, n Fj : k E J, j < k) increases 
as k increases. Since Fj is finite, there must be some index, j* say, with 
j< j* and such that Ej. n Fj = E, n F, whenever j* < k. We have, 
therefore, when j* < k, 
E,nFj=Ej,nF,= u E. nF.= UE nFj. 
C*<k 4 3 t,., 4 
It is, therefore, also true that, when j* < k, 
F,-E,=F,- uEk . 
i i kc3 
(3.2) 
Again, because we have equality throughout (3.1), we see that if j, k E J 
and j< k, 
~1 n v(FJ = p n v(Fj) = p(Ek) -I- v(Fj - Ek), 
and if, in addition, we choose k so that j* < k, we have, from (3.2), 
Now because Ej 7 uis, Ei and TV is continuous from below, we may conclude 
that 
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Also, because Fi - (u kEJ E,J 7 A - (UlorE,) and v is continuous from 
below, we have 
By taking the supremum first over k, then overj, we find 
Thus 
But the opposite inequality holds since TV n v is nondecreasing, and the proof 
is finished. 
We shall need an infinite analogue of Lemma 3.4 (Lemma 3.10 below), 
and to prove it we consider an infinite family (vp. : i ~1) of subadditive 
functions. We shall write vi 7 v if, for each pair i, j E I there is a R E I such 
that vi < vk and vj < vb and, for each set A, SUpisz vi(A) = v(A). 
LEMMA 3.9. Let vi/ v, and let X be subadditive. Then 
(9 v  is subadditive; 
(ii) ; f  each vi is submodular, v  is submodular; 
(iii) for each finite set A, supiezA n vi(A) = h n v(A); 
(iv) a$ each vi is continuous from below, so is V. 
We shall leave (i) and the fact that, if each vi is nondecreasing, then v is 
nondecreasing to the reader. To prove the rest of (ii), we take i, j G-I and 
choose k EI such that vi < vk, vi < vk. Then, for any sets A, B, 
vi(A U B) f vi(A n B) d vk(A U B) + v/JA n B) 
d v,(-4) + Q(B) < v(A) + v(B). 
Taking suprema over i and j, we obtain the result. 
Now take any finite set A. Using Lemma 3.5, we may assume that 
h(4) = ~~(4) = v(d) = 0 (for all i); and that for each i ~1 there exists Ei C A 
such that 
h n vi(A) = X(A - EJ + vi(Ej). 
Because A has only a finite number of subsets and the sets 
JF={iEI:Ei=F} (FCA) 
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form a partition of I, we can find a subset F of A with the property that for 
each i ~1 there is a j E JF such that va 3; vj (in the terminology of nets, 
{vj :j E IF} is cofinal in {vi : i ~1)). Then, for each set B, 
and so 
= f.y?&x(A -F) + vj(F)1 
= h(A -F) + v(F) > h n v(A). 
Since h n vi(A) < h n v(A) for each i, (iii) follows. 
To prove (iv), we take any set A. Let K < v(A) be finite. Then we can find i 
such that K < vi(A). Because vI is continuous from below, there exists 
EC A such that k < vi(E). But vi(E) $ v(E), and so K < v(E). Therefore, 
44 = SUPECA ( ) v E , and an appeal to Lemma 3.7 completes the proof. 
If (pi : i E I) is a family of subadditive functions, we write vJ = &pi 
for ] C I, and define &pi = suprex ur . Clearly, each vJ is subadditive, and 
vJy ‘&pi . Therefore, by Lemma 3.9(i), (ii), &,pLi is subadditive, and is 
submodular when each vJ (and so also when each pi) is submodular. 
LEMMA 3.10. If h and each pi (i E I) are nondecreasing and subadditive, 
then, for each jinite set A, 
h n C 1.44 = X n C (A n 4 (4. (3.3) 
id id 
If each pi is s&nodular and continuous from below, and if A = 1 * / , then 
(3.3) holds for every set A. 
We have, when A is finite, 
[Lemma 3.9(iii)] 
= yJF [ h l-l c (A n Pi) 1 (4 (Lemma 3.4) iEJ 
=~nCPnh)W) 
id 
[Lemma 3.9(iii)]. 
If each pi is submodular and continuous from below and h = 1 . / , then by 
Lemmas 3.8, 3.9 (iv) each of the functions involved is continuous from 
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below. We then deduce from Lemma 3.7 that our relation holds for all sets 
since it holds for finite sets. 
We close this section with two useful upper bounds for Uicr,~i . 
LEMMA 3.11. Let (pi : i E I) be a famiZy of nondecreasing, subadditive 
functions. Then 
(ii) If pi < ( - 1 for each i, u p’i < 1 - ( . 
iel 
Let {ir ,..., i,,} + C I and let UT-i Ej = A. We deduce (i) from the relation- 
ship 
CL&%) + --- + pi,Ez) d pi,(A) + .-- + fin@) G c ,44 
&I 
and (ii) from the relationship 
4. INDEPENDENCE STRUCTURES INDUCED BY SUBMODULAR FUNCTIONS 
A result of Rado ([15], Th eorem 4), viewed in the light of the discussion 
in Section 2, suggests that there will be an intimate connection between 
independence structures and submodular functions. Probably the first 
results in this direction are due to Ingleton [5]. It is not difficult to generalize 
one of Ingleton’s theorems ([5], Theorem B(b)) to show that every sub- 
modular function induces in a natural way a pre-independence structure. 
Since we began our investigations and obtained the first statement in Theo- 
rem 4.3 below, D. J. A. Welsh has informed us that J. Edmonds and G-C. 
Rota have proved a more comprehensive result (essentially Theorem 4.3 with 
the rank formula given there).2 We shall give a straightforward derivation of 
this result. 
Let v be a submodular function defined on the subsets of a set X. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let B C A C X with v(B) = ) B 1 . Suppose that ,4 is finite, 
and that, for each x E A - B, Y(B u {x}) = ( B 1 . Then v(A) = 1 B ( . 
Write A - B = {x1 ,..., x,,J+ . We shall prove that, for 1 < i < h, 
0 u h )...) Xi)) = 1 I? ) . 
2 Private communication. 
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This is immediate if i = 1. Assume its truth for some i < k. Then 
v(B u {x1 ,a-., .%,I>> + v(B) < v(B u {x1 ,**.> .q>) + v(B u {Xi+1)), 
by the modular inequality. Since 
v(B) = v(B u {x1 ,..., xi}) = v(B u {.q+J) = j B 1 , 
we deduce that 
v(B u {xl,..., xi+l>> d I B I . 
But 
and the result follows. The case i = R gives the conclusion of the lemma. 
Now suppose, in addition, that v(A) < 1 A 1 for each finite subset A of X. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let & be the collection of finite subsets of X de$ned by 
AEcYov(A)=~A~. 
Then 8 is a pre-independence structure on X whose rank function coincides with v 
on finite sets. 
This is the result of Ingleton referred to above. 
Properties I(1) and I(2) of a pre-independence structure are easy to check. 
We verify I(3). Let A, B E d with I B I = 1 A 1 + 1. Since 
$4 u B) 3 v(B) = I -4 I + 1 > I A I , 
it follows, from Lemma 4.1, that there exists Y E A u B - A = B - A 
with ~(4 u {x}) > I A I . But v(A~{x})< 1-41 + 1, and so 
v(A~{x})=IAI+l.Thus, IA~{w}l=IAlfl andA~(x}E&. 
To see that Y is the rank function on finite sets, let A C X and let B be a 
maximal independent subset of A. Then B u (x} $6 for each x E A - B, 
and so v(B u {.x}) < I B 1 + 1; hence, v(B n {x}) = I B I . Again by Lemma 
4.1, v(A) = I B / , and so v(A) is the rank function of A. 
In Lemma 4.2,~ may not be the rank function of 6. To see this, let X be 
an infinite set, and suppose the rank function p of d is finite (for example, 8’ 
could consist of all subsets of X of cardinal not exceeding some fixed integer 
k). Define v on the subsets of X by v(A) = p(A) if A is finite, v(A) = CO if A 
is infinite. Then a~ is submodular, A E d if and only if A is finite 
and v(A) = I A I, but v+p. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let p be a submodular function defined on the subsets of X. 
Then the collection 8 of jinite subsets of X defined by the condition 
AE~+P(B)>IBI (BCA) 
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is a pre-independence structure on X. Its rank function coincides with TV n 1 * 1 
on finite sets. 
The result is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 3.6 and 4.2 if we take 
v=pi-1.1. 
COROLLARY 4.4. With TV as in Theorem 4.3, the collection & of subsets of X 
defined by the condition 
A EcYssp(B) > ) B 1 (BCA) 
is an independence structure on X. 
It is only necessary to observe that 
and that 6 is of finite character. 
In the situation of Theorem 4.3, we say that d (or, more generally, any 
pre-independence structure for which d is the collection of finite members) 
is induced by the submodular function p; and, in the situation of Corollary 
4.4, we say that the independence structure & is induced by p. 
Finally, we remark that, if 8 is a pre-independence structure on X, it may 
be possible to find a function p which is not submodular such that, for A Q X 
AEC?*~(B)>IB! (B CA). 
For example, if d is the universal structure on the finite set X, we may define 
p by the equations p(A) = 1 X 1 (A 2 X, A f  X), p(X) = 2 1 X 1 . 
5. AN APPLICATION TO TRANSVERSAL THEORY 
We turn now to an application of the results of Section 4 in transversal 
theory. A similar problem is treated by Welsh [22] for finite sets. Let 
B = (X, d, Y) be a deltoid and F a pre-independence structure on Y with 
rank function p. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let d be a nonnegative integer. TJze function p defined on the 
subsets of X by the equation 
144 = d441 + d (A CX) 
is submodular and continuous from below. 
409/30!1-2 
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Clearly, TV is nondecreasing. Further, since 
d(A u B) = d(A) u d(B), J-4 n B) c 4(A) n d(B) (A, B c S), 
we have 
1-44 + CL(B) = ,444 + &WI + 2d 
3 ,@(A) u @)I + ~144) n d(B)] + 2d 
2 ,+(A u B)] + /@(A n B)] + 2d 
= j&l u B) + p(A n B). 
Therefore t.~ is submodular. 
Now, also, for each A C X, 
= sup{p(K) + d : KC d(A)}. 
But, for each KC d(A), there exists B,C A such that A( K; and so 
Therefore, for each A C X, 
p(A) = s~p{~(K) + d : KC A(A)} 
< sup{p[W?,Il + d:RCW)} 
< sup{p[d(B)] + d : B C A} 
= sup{/~(B) : B C A}. 
The reverse inequality is obvious, and the continuity of p from below follows 
from Lemma 3.7. 
THEOREM 5.2. The collection d of (9, d)-independent subsets of X is a 
pre-independence structure on X. It is induced by the submodular function t,~ 
dejined by 
1-44 = &WI + d (A c X), 
and the rank function of 8 is TV n / * 1 . If .F is an independence structure and 
D is locally right-finite, then d is an independence structure. 
In the case d = 0, the assertion that d is a (pre-) independence structure 
was first proved in [ll], where the method of proof was different from the 
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one given below, The case of arbitrary d > 0 is easily deduced from the more 
special one. Consider a family Cu of subsets of X, and let a (pre-) independence 
structure be imposed on the index set of ?L It follows from Theorem 5.2 
that the collection d of subsets of X with the property that, for each A E 6, 
there is a set A’ _C A with / A - A’ ) < d and such that A’ is a transversal of a 
subfamily of ‘% whose index set is independent, is itself a pre-independene 
structure and, under appropriate conditions, an independence structure on X. 
In particular, Theorem 5.2 yields again the result that the partial transversals 
of a (suitably restricted) family of sets form an independence structure (see 
[2, 81). For other consequences of Theorem 5.2, see [ll]. 
To prove Theorem 5.2, we first observe that if d E b, then obviously every 
subset of A belongs to b. Now, by Lemma 5.1, p is submodular and, from 
the first assertion in Theorem 2.3, a finite subset A of X belongs to Cp if 
and only if p(B) >, 1 B [ (B CA). Therefore, by Theorem 4.3, d is a pre- 
independence structure on X induced by TV. 
When 9 is itself an independence structure and 9 is locally right-finite, 
then, from the second assertion in Theorem 2.3, an arbitrary subset A of X 
belongs to t” if and only if p(B) > ) B ( (B C A) and so, by Corollary 4.4, 
d is an independence structure on X induced by CL. 
Again, from Theorem 4.3, the rank function of d coincides on finite sets 
with p n 1 * ( . Finally, from Lemma 5.1,~ is continuous from below and so, 
from Lemma 3.8, TV n 1 * 1 is continuous from below. Therefore, p n ( . ( 
is the rank function of Cp on all sets, and the proof is complete. 
Instead of invoking Theorem 4.3 to obtain the rank function of d on finite 
sets, we can get it directly from Theorem 2.3. For, a finite subset A of X has 
rank at least k if and only if 1 ;4 j 2 k and A is [S, 1 A ( - (k - d)]- 
independent; and the result follows .3 Furthermore, a similar application of 
Theorem 2 of [13] allows us to obtain the rank function on all sets without 
relying on the difficult Lemma 3.8. 
It is natural to ask whether, in Theorem 5.2, the rank function p can be 
replaced by any submodular function inducing g. The answer in general 
is negative, as the following example shows.4 Let K > 0 be an integer. Take 
X with ( X ) = 2K, Y with 1 Y / = K, d = X x Y. Let S be the universal 
structure on Y. If we take d = 0 we immediately see that 
&’ = (A C X : 1 A 1 Q k}. 
However, the submodular function Y on Y defined by v(B) = 2k (B C Y) 
induces 9 while p(A) = 2k (A C X), so that p induces the universal struc- 
ture on X. 
3 We owe this observation to Dr. D. J. A. Welsh (private communication). 
4 But see Theorem 6.5. 
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6. A THEOREM OF NASH-\VILLIARIS 
Let (ej : i EZ) be a family of pre-independence structures on a set S, 
with rank functions pi (; E I). Write 
and 
In the case of finite Z and X, when in particular d = 8, Nash-Williams [9, 101 
has noted the very striking result that d is itself a pre-independence structure 
on X, and he has further determined its rank functionl. Many important 
theorems in graph theory are easy consequences of Nash-Williams’ result, see 
[lo, 201 for references. We shall use the theory of Section 5 to treat the more 
general situation of unrestricted Z and S. 
THEOREM 6.1. With the above notation, eac?z of 8, 8 is a pre-independence 
structure on X. The rank function p of each is given by 
Obviously, every subset of a set in d (respectively 8) is again in 6’ (res- 
pectively 8). Moreover, 8 and d have the same finite subsets. It follows, 
therefore, that if one of them is a pre-independence structure, so is the other, 
and the two have the same rank function. We may, therefore, just consider 6. 
The argument below is essentially that of Nash-Williams. 
Let (Yi : i EZ) be a family of pairwise disjoint sets for which there is a 
bijection Bi : X---f Yi for each i E I. Write I7 = lJi,r E’i . For each i ~1, 
consider the collection ~5’~’ = {e,(J) : A E cPi} of subsets of Y; it is a pre- 
independence structure which is (in an obvious sense) a copy of Bi . Denote 
its rank function by pi’. Now it is easy to see that 
.F = : u ifi’ : i& E gi’, ,;2,’ = C#J except for finitely many i 
!&I I 
is a pre-independence structure on Y. Moreover, the rank function of 9 is 
LeI Pi’. 
Write 
1 Professor Nash-Williams has written to inform us that these results were suggested 
by earlier unpublished work of Professor J. Edmonds on the relation between in- 
dependence structures and submodular functions. 
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Then, by Theorem 5.2, the collection of S-independent subsets of X in the 
deltoid (X, d, Y) is a pre-independence structure, and it is readily verified 
that this collection is exactly 8. 
Next, for A C X and i ~1, 
and therefore 
Hence, again by Theorem 5.2, CF is induced by xiorpi , and its rank function 
on all sets is Cicrpi n ( * / as required. 
Now suppose that each of the 8, (i E I) is an independence structure on X. 
If we allow the existence of elements x E X such that {ZC} E Ei for infinitely 
many i E 1, then it is easy to see that, in general neither d nor d is an inde- 
pendence structure on X. 
Counterexample 1. 
Let X be an infinite set with A = (1, 2, 3 ,... } C X, and let I = {I, 2, 3 ,... }. 
Take &i = (4, {I}, {i + I}} (; = 1, 2, 3,...). Every finite subset of ,4 belongs 
to 8 and to 8, but A itself belongs to neither d nor 8. 
Even under the condition that, for each x E X, the singleton {x} belongs 
to Ei for only finitely many i E 1, it does not follow that d is an independence 
structure. 
Counterexample 2. 
With X, A, I as in Example 1, take cF’~ = (4, {i}} (; = 1,2, 3 ,... ). Again, 
every finite subset of A belongs to 8, but A $8. 
However, we have the result stated in Theorem 6.3 below. In the proof we 
require the following easy lemma. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let P, Pi (i E Z) be sets and P = (Jipl Pi . Then there exist 
subsets Qi C Pi (i E I) such that P = uio, Qi . 
THEOREM 6.3. If  each 8’ (i E I) is an independence structure on X and if, 
for each x E X, the singleton (x} belongs to 8i for only jnitely many i E I, then 8 
is an independence structure on X. 
We define Yi , Y, Bi , gi’, d as in the proof of Theorem 6.1. Then, in view 
of the condition on the singletons {x}, the deltoid (X, d, Y) is locally right- 
finite. Write 
3 = 
I 
u Ai’ : Ai’ E gi’ for each z . 4 
iol \ 
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It is easy to see that g is an independence structure on I’. Therefore, by 
Theorem 5.2, the collection of g-independent subsets of X in the deltoid 
(X, A, I’) is an independence structure on X. Finally, with the help of Lemma 
6.2, we readily verify that this collection is precisely 6; and the proof is 
complete. 
Naturally, in the proof of Theorem 6.1, we could have used d and 9 
instead of d and 9. However, the argument which we chose was the more 
elementary one. 
Next, in Theorems 6.4, 6.5, we give two new descriptions of the rank 
function of & (or 8). 
THEOREM 6.4. The rank function of B is UiEIpi . 
First, we recall from Lemma 3.11 that 
Therefore, by Lemma 3.2, 
By Theorem 6.1, it only remains to show that, for each A C X, Uiclpi(A) is 
at least equal to the rank of A. Let B C A, B E 1. Then B = uJisl Bi, where 
Bi E c?~ and Bi = C$ for all but finitely many i ~1; say B = (JeJ Bi (/Cl). 
Therefore, 
t;l~i(A) > zi pi(B) b $ pi = t; I Bi I = I B I; 
and the desired result now follows. 
THEOREM 6.5. If each c?~ is induced by the submodular function pi (i E I) 
which is assumed to be continuousfiom below, then the rank function of CT is 
By Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 3.8, 
Pi n I . I = pi (i E I). 
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By Lemma 3.10, 
and the result now follows from Theorem 6.1. 
Theorem 6.4, in conjunction with Lemma 4.2, assures us that if pr and 
ps are submodular, continuous from below, and pi , ps < 1 . 1 , then ~1~ u ps 
is submodular. We do not know whether p1 u ps is submodular in general, 
but we can answer the corresponding question about pr n pe : it is not 
always submodular. 
The question is related to one about pre-independence structures. Let 
gr , 8. be pre-independence structures on a set X, and let 
d={ACX:A =A,nA,,A,EE;,A,Efz2}. 
The following simple example shows that 6 itself is not generally a pre- 
independence structure. Take X = { 1, 2, 3); let &r consist of (1, 2}, (1, 3}, 
and all their subsets, and 8s consist of {I, 2}, (2, 3}, and all their subsets. 
Now let p1 , pz be the rank functions of &r , 8s . It is easily seen that, for 
A C X, p1 n pz(A) = 1 A 1 if and only if A E B. But, since p1 n pz < 1 * / 
and since B is not a pre-independence structure, it follows from Lemma 4.2 
that p1 n pe is not submodular. 
7. LEMMAS ON SEPARATING SETS 
In Section 8, we will construct some submodular functions associated with 
gammoids. To help in this, we give here some lemmas about separating sets, 
which we believe are of interest in themselves. 
We consider a directed graph r and a fixed set Y of nodes of r. We define 
a relation < between sets of nodes of r by writing E < F if and only if 
F is separating in the gammoid (E, r, Y) (or, roughly, F separates E from Y 
in r). It is obvious that this relation is reflexive and easy to see that it is 
transitive. It is not, however, antisymmetric in general (for if Y C E, then 
bothE< Yand Y<E), so that < is a quasi-ordering rather than a partial 
ordering. It is also obvious that, if E _C F, then E < F. 
Now, for an arbitrary set E of nodes of r, write 
[E] = {x E E : there is a path r from some node z of E to Y whose last 
node in E is x}. 
Then [[EJ] = [E] for each set E. 
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LEMMA 7.1. For every E, both E < [E] and [E] < E. 
This lemma is obvious. 
Let (Ei : i E I) be a family of sets of nodes of r. 1Ve write 
X”i = [g Ei]. 
LEMMA 7.2. For each i, Ei < ViaI Ei . Moreover, if Ei < F for each i, 
then VieI Ei < F. 
In view of Lemma 7.1 and the fact that Ei C viEI Ei for each i, we have 
Ei < Vie1 Ei . If Ei <F for each i, it is easy to see that Uicr Ei <F, and 
again using Lemma 7.1 we find Vie1 Ei <I;. 
LEnlnfA 7.3. The relation < is a partial ordering on {E : E = [El}, and 
under it this set is a lattice. 
Suppose both [E] < [F] and [F] < [El. Take any node x of [El. There is a 
path rr from .v to Y whose last node in E is x. Since [E] < [F], r contains some 
node z of [F]. Since [F] < [El, there is a node x’ of r which lies between z and 
Y with x’ E [El. But x is the last node of v in E, so that x = x’. !Moreover, 
z lies between x and x’ on rr, so x = z. Thus, x E [F]. We have shown 
[E] C [F]; by symmetry, [F] C [El, and hence, [E] = [F]. Therefore, < is a 
partial ordering on (E : E = [El}. 
Lemma 7.2 shows that Vie1 Ei is the lattice supremum of (Ei : i E I) in 
this partial ordering. We obtain an infimum for (Ei : i ~1) in the usual way 
by writing 
A Ei = V {[F] : [F] < Ei for every i}; 
id 
(observe that V #J = 4). This completes the proof. 
We shall, in fact, use the symbol A for arbitrary collections of sets of nodes, 
by writing 
A Ei = jj[EJ = V{F:F< E,foreveryi); 
id iEI 
there are of course two definitions here, but it is easy to see that they coincide. 
LEMMA 7.4. For any family of sets (Ei : i E I), ViGl Ei and Ais Ei are 
subsets of UiEI Ei , and 
Obviously, Vicl E, C UisI Ei . 
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Take any node x of AiCl Ei . Since AiEl Ei = [& Ei], we can find a path 7r 
from x to Y whose last node in Aiel Ei is x. AS x E Ai. Ei , {x> < Ei for each 
i. Let z be the first node of n which lies in UiEI Ei . Then, {a) < Ei for each i. 
For if there were a path w from z to Y which did not pass through EjO (say), 
then the path from x to Y formed by taking n from x to z and w from z to E 
would not pass through EiO , contradicting {x) < EiO . But because {z} < Ei 
for each i, {z} < /jiel Ei . Therefore, there is some node of /jicl El which lies 
on n between z and Y. This is only possible if x = z. We conclude that 
l\ic~Ei C UiclEi. 
Finally, let P E (ViEI EJ n (AiG1 Ei). By definition of Vicl Ei , we can find 
a path rr from s to I’ such that x is the last node of 7r in UiG1 Ei . But as 
{x} < Ei for each i, since x E Aie1 Ei , r meets every set Ei , and therefore 
x E Ei for each i. The lemma is proved. 
Let two sets r2 and S of nodes of r be given for which ~2 -c: S. Define 
us(J) = min{/ E 1 : E C S, -4 < E). 
We shall also write 
9”(J) = {E : rl < E, EC S and 1 E 1 = o,(A)}. 
Notice that, if ~~(~4) < co and E E 9,,(r-1), then, by Lemma 7.1, E = [El. 
In Section 8 we shall be considering the function us but, for the moment, 
we are more concerned with ys. For two sets E, F we put 
EVF= V{E,F), EAF=A{E,F), 
with the obvious extensions to finite collections of sets, 
LEnrnrA 7.5. Suppose us(A) < co. If E, FE 9’.‘.(A), then also E v F, 
E A FE 9”(A). Moreover, (E v F) u (E A F) = EuF, and (E v F) n (E AF) = 
E n F. 
Let a,(A) = k. Since iz < E and A <F, we have both A < E v F and 
A < E A F. Since E v F, E A F C E u F C S (from Lemma 7.4) we deduce 
that k < 1 E v F / , k < ) E A F 1 . Therefore, we have 
2k < 1 E v F 1 + j E A F) = l(E v F) u (E A F)/ + l(E v F) n (E A F)J 
<IEuFl+IEnFI (from Lemma 7.4) 
=IEI+/F(=2k. 
We conclude that k=IEvF(=JEAFj and, since EvF, EAFCS, 
we have that E v F, E A F E 9”(A). We also see that 
(EvF)u(EAF)=EuF and (EvF)n(EhF)=EnF. 
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LEMMA 7.6. Suppose as(A) = k < a3. Let (Ei : i E I) be a family of sets 
in Ys(A). Then we can$nd {il ,..., iki, Cl and {jl ,..., j,}, C I such that 
v Ei = Eil v -‘. v Eik, 
iEI 
i Ei = Ejt A ... A Ej, . 
From the definition of Vie1 Ei we see that ViCr E,CS, and sinceA < VigrEi, 
we deduce that 1 Vicl Ei 1 > k. Let (x1 ,..., x~}+ C ViEI Ei . Since 
x1 E ViEr Ei C uiEl Ei , we can find ir E I such that x1 E Ei . Let F C vIeI E, 
and Eil < F. Then xr E F, for since x1 E ViEI Ei there is a pith rr from x1 to k 
whose only node in uisl Ei is x1 , so that n can meet F only in x1 . We choose 
Ei, ,-*.v Ei,. in a similar way. Then since Eir < Eil v e-0 v Eik (1 < r < k) 
we deduce that X, E Eil v -*a v Eik (1 < r < k). But by repeated application 
of Lemma 7.5, 1 Ei, v .** v Eili / = k, so that we must have 
Eil v -*a v Ei, = {x1 )..., A$. 
NOW take any i from I. We have Ei < Ei v Eil v -a* v Eiti . We use Lemma 
7.5 again to conclude that 1 Ei v Eil v e-0 v Eip / = k; and we deduce as 
before that 
Ei v Eil v .a- v Ei, = {x1 ,..., xk} = Ei, v ... v E. 21; *
Therefore, Ei < Eil v -*. v EiI;for eachiEI,andso VielEi< Eilv **a v Eik. 
Since it is obvious that Eil v --- v Eis < ViEI Ei , the first result follows from 
Lemma 7.3. 
We treat Aiel E, in a similar way. Since =1 < &I Ei C S, 1 Ais Ei 1 >, k, 
and we can find {x r ,..., .zle}+ C I\i.r Ei . As before, we find jl E I such that 
x1 E Ej, . Now suppose F C S is such that AiEl Ed < F < Ej, . Then 
Ej, = Ej, v F = [Eil u F], and so there is a path rr from xi to Y whose only 
node in Ej, v F is x1 . But, since AiE1 Ei < F and x1 = Aiel Ei , r must pass 
through a node of F. We deduce that x1 E F. The proof can now be completed 
by following the steps for the first part. 
Lemma 7.6 is immediately superceded by our next result. 
LEMMA 7.7. The set &(A) is jinite if as(A) = k is $nite. 
We begin by noticing that a sequence 
E,<E,<E,<-- 
of elements of ys(A) for which El f E2 f E3 f *-a , must be finite. For 
by the last lemma, we can find ir ,..., ik such that 
V {Ei : i = 1, 2 ,... } = E*, v a-* v Ei, = EiO (where i,, = max(i, ,..., ik)) 
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so that Ei < Ei, for all i. In the same way, we see that a sequence of sets in 
9”‘(A) which is strictly decreasing (in the obvious sense) must be finite. Since 
any linearly ordered infinite collection of sets in 5QA) must contain either a 
strictly increasing or a strictly decreasing infinite sequence, we conclude that 
every linearly ordered collection of sets in ys(A) is finite. 
Let 
E~<E,<-<En, E1fE,f...fEn 
be a maximal linearly ordered collection of sets in &(A). We claim that if 
E E 9”(A), then EC WY-1 Ei . Indeed, let x E E. Then 
{x} < E < E v En = E,, 
(for E v En E &(A), E,, < E v En, and our chain is maximal). Let r be 
the smallest integer for which {.z} < E, . Assume T > 1 (if r = 1, the proof 
is similar to the one which follows but simpler). Then {zc} < E, A E, and so 
also {x} < E,.-, v (E, A E). Now 
E,-, < E,-, v (4 A E) < Er , 
and, since our chain is maximal, we have either ET-l = ET-, v (E, A E) or 
else ET-, v (E, A E) = E, . The former of these is impossible since 
{x} < ET-, is false, so the latter must hold. 
We next prove that x E E, A E. Suppose this is not so. Then, using Lemma 
7.5, we find 
XEECE,UE=(E,VE)U(E,A E), 
so that x E (Er v E) - (E, A E). There is, therefore, a path from x to Y which 
contains no node of E, A E; but this contradicts the facts that {E} < E, and 
{xl < E. 
Now, again by Lemma 7.5, 
x E E, A E c (ET-, v (E, A E)) U (ET-, A (E, A E)). 
Because {x} < ET-, is false, we have 
XEE,-,v(E,nE)=E,. 
Therefore, x E (Jlsl Ei , and so we have proved E _C utl Ei . 
Since Uzl Ei is a finite set, it has only a finite number of subsets of cardinal 
k. Thus Ys(A) is finite. 
8. SUBMODULAR FUNCTIONS ON GAMMOIDS 
We consider a gammoid (X, r, Y) and a fixed separating set S of this 
gammoid. We shall see that the function us (defined in Section 7) is sub- 
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modular on the subsets of X, and we shall investigate some of its other 
properties. 
THEOREM 8.1. The function os is submodular on the subsets of X, and 
us($) = 0. 
It is easy to see that us is nondecreasing. Let 4, B C X and suppose that 
A<E, B<F where E,FcS. Then duB<EuF<EvF, and 
rZ n B < E A F. Using Lemma 7.5, we find 
lEl+lFl=lE~Fl tlEnFI 
>, I(E v F) u (E A F)l + l(E v F) n (E A F)I 
=IEvF~+IEAFI 
2 u&l u B) + a@ n B). 
Taking the minimum on the left-side, we see that aS is submodular. It is 
obvious that os($) = 0. 
For our next result, we recall from Lemma 3.7 that os is continuous from 
below if and only if 
as(A) = sup{as(B) : B CZ A}. 
THEOREM 8.2. The submodular function os is continuous from below. 
Obviously we need only concern ourselves with sets -4 C X for which 
sup{~~(B) : B C A} 
is finite, say has value k. The supremum must be attained, so we can find a 
finite set B C -4 such that as(B) = K. Let E be the maximal element of the 
lattice Ys(B) (th is exists by Lemma 7.6); if B <F, F C S and 1 F I = k, 
then F < E. Let .Y be any element of -4. Then B C B u {.x} and B u {x} 
is finite, so that os(B u {x}) = k. Let F C S, / F 1 = k, and B u {.Y> <F. 
Then as B C B u {x}, B <I; and so F < E. Thus, {x} <F < E. Since .v is an 
arbitrary element of A, A < E. We conclude that u,(A) < j E I = k. Since 
as(A) > a,(B) = k, us(A) = k; and the theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 8.3. The function us induces a pre-independence structure on X 
whose rank function is us n 1 * / . If X C S, the rank function is just os . 
Theorems 4.3, 8.1, 8.2 and Lemma 3.8 yield all but the final assertion of the 
theorem. If XC S, then because a subset rZ of X is separating for itself 
(i.e., A < iz L S), then as(A) < j iz / , so that crs n 1 . 1 = (TV. 
As a corollary of this result we obtain Theorem 8.4 which was first proved 
(under more restrictive conditions) in [12]. 
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THEOREM 8.4. The collection d of suspended subsets of X in (X, I’, Y) forms 
a pre-independence structure. Further, ; f  the gammoid is locally right-jnite, 6’ 
is an independence structure. In either case, the rank function is oN, where N 
denotes the set of all nodes of r. 
Let A C X be finite. By Menger’s Theorem (see Section 1) A E g, if and 
only if, ~~(~4) = / ~2 1 . From Theorem 8.3 we see that the set of all finite 
sets in 8 forms a pre-independence structure. As any subset of a set in 6’ 
is again obviously in b, B itself is a pre-independence structure. Theorem 8.3 
shows that the rank function is Us. Finally, if (X, r, I’) is locally right 
finite, then an application of Rado’s selection principle (see [12] for details) 
shows that 6 is of finite character and so is an independence structure. 
Theorem 8.3 might lead one to conjecture that the rank function of the 
pre-independence structure induced by os was usvx . We give an example to 
show that this is not so. 
Let X, Y be disjoint sets, and select a point x0 of X. Let r have X U IT as 
its set of nodes, and {(. t’ : .x0) : x E X - {x0}} U {(x0 : y) : y  E I-} as its set of 
edges. Then, in the gammoid (X, r, Y), or(R) = 1 I’ / if 4 C A C X, but 
uuvx(A) = 1 (since {.v,,} is separating). Therefore, or and uyvx induce dif- 
ferent pre-independence structures on X (provided 1 X / f 1, ) Y ) # 1). 
The point about this example is that a subset of X (here {x,,).) separates 
another subset of larger cardinal (here X itself). If we prevent this happening, 
the conjecture is true. 
THEOREM 8.5. Suppose (sx = ) * 1 . Then the rank function of the pre- 
independence structure induced by (TV is uSUx . 
SinceSCS~X,XCSuXwehaveu,,x~us,usvx~ux=~~~,so 
that usvx< us n 1 . I. We need only prove the opposite inequality and, 
since both usvx and us n ux are continuous from below (Theorem 8.2 and 
Lemma 3.8) it will be enough to show that us n u,(A) < usvx(A) for finite 
sets d. 
Let 9 C X be finite. Suppose A < EC S u X. Then A n E < X n E. 
D7e claim that A - E < E - X. For suppose, if possible, that there exists 
.1c E zf - E such that {x} < E - X is false. Since A < E, we then have 
{x} < X n E. Now x 6 E so that 1(x} u (X n E)( > 1 X n E /; but 
{Lo> u (X n E) < X n E, which contradicts ux = 1 * ) . 
Now let EC S u X be such that us&A) = / E ( . We have 
u~,,(A)=IEI=IX~EI+(E-XI 
2 ux(A n E) + &A - E) 
= ux(A n E) + us(A - (A n E)) 
> ‘TX n o&z), 
and the proof is finished. 
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